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AFRICA

THE STATE OF
MOBILE ADVERTISING

Africa is a land of contrasts. It is the world’s second-largest continent (after Asia), and home to the
second-largest population — yet it only outpaces Antarctica and Oceania for per capita GDP1 and has
struggled with internet adoption. Africa places last among all continents, with just 26.5 %2 of Africans having
access to the web. Despite Africa’s economic challenges, its many countries are rapidly expanding internet
adoption via users with mobile devices.
In some countries, such as Kenya, where 99% of internet users gain access using a mobile device3 ,
mobile internet users are actually dominating the market. Analysis even shows that across the entire
continent of Africa, 57.8% of all internet users gain their access via a mobile device.
Whether it is the resolve of the users or the power
of mobile, or perhaps some combination of
the two, one thing is certain — Africa is
quickly expanding the use of mobile, and
it is showing no signs of slowing down.
To provide a more complete view
of the mobile internet and
mobile-advertising landscape across
Africa, this special study combines
insights from two of Opera’s key
global businesses:
• Browsers for mobile phones

Population in Africa by region4
Region area heights are proportional
to % of total population in Africa

• Mobile advertising
Population

Total internet

Eastern Africa

33.4%

26.5%

Mobile internet

Opera share of mobile internet

29.4%

39.4%

Middle Africa

12.8%

3.1%

4.2%

72.9%

Northern Africa

18.8%

29.8%

15.6%

32.9%

Southern Africa

5.0%

8.7%

9.7%

77.9%

Western Africa

30.0%

31.9%

40.7%

38.1%

Opera Software’s total reach in Africa encompasses approximately 42.8% of all mobile internet users. However,
as depicted above, this reach is not evenly distributed across the continent. In some regions we reach
almost 78% of mobile users, while, in the Northern Region, our audience rests at approximately 33% of the
mobile internet market.
1. World Bank, 2013
2. http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm
3. Communications Commission of Kenya, Quarterly Sector Statistics Report, Second Quarter of the Financial Year, 2013/14
4. In accordance with UN designations at http://unstats.un.org/unsd/methods/m49/m49regin.htm#africa (see table on page 12)
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Android is growing but feature phones still rule
Currently, Africans are more likely to use a feature phone (i.e., non-smartphone) than our global audience
is, but that doesn’t mean they won’t make the shift someday. In fact, our data shows that smartphones,
speciﬁcally Android devices, are a growing part of the mobile landscape in Africa.
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Smart devices are gaining momentum. In Middle Africa, Android adoption rivals that of our global
audience, while Northern and Southern Africa show signiﬁcant adoption rates, as well. And, as the use of
smartphones continues to accelerate, mobile internet use is bound to take oﬀ.

Internet traﬃc generated within Africa is well below the global average
Africa falls well below our global average for two key usage metrics — page views and data consumed
per user per month — but, there is a silver lining.
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When we look at the sub-markets in Africa, we ﬁnd a promise for growth. In Middle, Northern and
Southern Africa, all of which have signiﬁcantly more smartphone penetration than average, we ﬁnd a
higher than average number of page views per user. And, when we look at Northern and Southern
Africa, we ﬁnd that users exceed the average for data consumption, with Northern Africa approaching
global averages in both categories.
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So, what is the cause of this growth? In
one word — Android. Android has
permeated these regions, and Android
users interact with the mobile web at
twice the rate of feature-phone users, as
shown below.

Page views per user

Android

Feature phone
304

611

User demographics and site use
Now that we’ve laid out the mobile internet landscape in Africa and touched upon user behavior, let’s
take a closer look at two key markets:
• Nigeria: the largest single national market in the region, with the largest share of internet users in West Africa
• South Africa: the country driving the most advertising revenue for Opera Mediaworks in the region

South Africa

7/10 of the respondents are men, 8/10 are from
age 18-34 and over 40% are attending
school or college.

68.4%

Nigeria

Almost 9/10 of the respondents are men,
7/10 are from age 18-34,
1/2 are in school/university.

Average age: 26 years old

90% of the respondents are 40 or younger

8/10 of the respondents are
18-34 years old

50% of the respondents are 25 or younger

68.4%

86.1%

13.9%

Average age: 28 years old
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Frequency of use
Days of use

Mobile users in Nigeria and South Africa are very similar in terms of how often they access the mobile
web each week. However, both countries fall below our experience globally for high-frequency (6 or 7
days per week) users.
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Day of week

Both countries show similar patterns throughout most of the week. Usage is lower on Monday, climbs
higher at mid-week and then trails oﬀ until the weekend. On the weekend (Saturday and Sunday), South
Africans are at their weekly low for volume. Nigeria, on the other hand, peaks on Saturday, drops on
Sunday and then returns to the weekly low on Monday.
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Website and mobile app use
Our research shows that app and web traﬃc varies signiﬁcantly across the globe. In countries like the
United States and Western Europe, where smart devices are prevalent, application traﬃc tends to be
very high. In fact, app traﬃc is upwards of 60% in these markets. In regions like Africa, however, only
about 5% of ad traﬃc comes from games and apps. However, the fact that app traﬃc tends to monetize
better than web traﬃc still applies, which means big opportunities in African markets.
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Audience categories
Mobile users in Nigeria and South Africa have diﬀerent interests. To better understand these users, we
place users in audience-segment categories based on whether the number of page views they generate
to a speciﬁc category of website exceeds the market average
for that site. For example, if 15% of a user’s page views are from
Social Networking
Sports sites, and on average Sports sites account for 8% of
all page views, then that user will be assigned to the
Sports audience segment.
In the chart to the right, we compare the
top 4 audience segments for each country,
based the percentage of all users in the
audience segment for that country. There
are six axis points because each country has
a diﬀerent top 4, with some overlap. Nigeria
included News, Sports, Social Networking
and Business, while South Africa included
Technology, Search, Social Networking and
Business.
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Social Networking is the largest audience in both countries. Mobile users from each country also show
similar levels of interest in Technology and Computing. The most signiﬁcant diﬀerence comes in terms of
how Nigeria and South Africa users prioritize News, Sports and Search. It is important to note that this
analysis compares relative interest in the category compared to the market average. The table below
compares the top site categories in each country based on the percentage of total page views.
Social Networking
Search
Technology and Computing
Arts & Entertainment
Business
Sports
News
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Audience segments
Now, let’s take a look at the potential for these six audience segments to deliver inventory to an
advertiser. In the chart below, we compare the South African audiences on the left to the Nigerian
audiences on the right.
• The horizontal axis depicts publisher dispersion. Publisher dispersion is a metric used to understand just how
competitive the marketplace is for websites in each category. For example, the Search audience will be much more
interested in search sites over other websites. And, since Google is a clear market leader, with no major competition in
the market, search is placed towards the intersection of the axes, i.e., it is highly concentrated vs being dispersed.
• The vertical axis represents the average number of page views per user for the audience segment.
• The size of the bubble represents the size of the audience in unique users.

Social Networking
Search
Technology and Computing
Sports
News
Business

Publisher dispersion

This chart reveals:
1. The sizes of the audiences in Nigeria are larger than those in South Africa, which is a direct result of the population
diﬀerences between the two countries.
2. In South Africa, the Social Networking audience consumes many more pages per user than any other audience does.
This means there will be signiﬁcantly more inventory on sites and apps catering to this segment than will be experienced
in attempts to contextually target other audiences.
3. The publisher marketplace in Nigeria is far less competitive than that seen in South Africa. For advertisers in Nigeria,
this means that they will need to compete for inventory with other advertisers at relatively few media outlets. In South
Africa, on the other hand, four of the six audiences are focused on many diﬀerent sites. Only Business audience members
in Nigeria disperse their browsing to such a degree.
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Top mobile apps
The Opera Mobile Store is one of the three largest mobile app stores in the world, delivering premium
paid, free and freemium apps for both Java and Android devices. Below, we break down Opera Mobile
Store traﬃc by app category for downloads and unique visitors. Though neither the South African nor
the Nigerian market shows a high level of usage of apps, we believe this market will grow substantially,
as more users adopt smart devices.
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Top advertisers
Opera Mediaworks supports over
2500 sites and apps for users in South Africa

1500 sites and apps for users in Nigeria

Top 10 advertising verticals by impressions served

Top 10 advertising verticals by impressions served

1. Credit Card
2. Mobile Apps & Games
3. Internet Services & Applications
4. Financial Institutions and Insurance
5. Online Sales
6. Internet Services
7. Electronics & Mobile Devices
8. Loans
9. Automotive
10. Food Stores

1. Internet Services & Applications
2. Mobile Apps & Games
3. Online Sales
4. Internet Services
5. Television Programming
6. Retail
7. Petroleum and Energy
8. Automotive
9. Childcare and Nutrition
10. Financial Institutions and Insurance

Impressions aren’t everything. Though the advertising verticals shown in the lists above performed well
in terms of impressions delivered, that did not always mean that the customers clicked on the ads (as
measured by click-through rate, or CTR) or result in revenue for the publishers.
To get a better look at advertisement performance, we created a list of the advertising verticals that
performed in the top 10 of all verticals for each of the measures of impressions served, CTR and revenue
production. In other words, the advertising vertical must perform in the top 10 in every measure to make
the list for analysis. In neither country did the top advertising vertical for impressions served make the
list.

% of impressions served

Mobile Apps & Games
Online Sales
Retail
Automotive
Financial Institutions and Insurance
Television Programming
Electronics & Mobile Devices
Food Services
Communications Services

CTR

South Africa has a relatively even
distribution of revenue generation
and impression volumes are more
evenly shared than in Nigeria.

www.operamediaworks.com

Nigeria is dominated by campaigns for Apps and
Games, with this vertical achieving over 50% of
all revenue and an impressive CTR. Other
categories achieve much lower revenue
generation and very modest CTR.
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Market innovations
Web passes
The digital revolution in Africa is undoubtedly tied to the success of mobile. Given Africa’s relatively low
level of total internet adoption (26.5%) and the fact that more than half (58%) of those users access the
internet via their mobile devices, successfully increasing internet adoption relies on mobile’s success.
One of the more innovative ways of increasing mobile internet adoption has been the introduction of
short term passes for internet access. These passes can be sponsored by brands or mobile operators and
grant short-term access to the internet. So, users who do not want to make a full commitment can hop
on the internet for as short a time as one day or even one hour. The majority of the time, these passes
focus on giving users access to carrier portals, but other site categories have also been very successful at
attracting users.
As shown on the table below, most users spend their precious access time visiting Social Networking
sites, followed by Carrier Portals. However, a substantial number of users also go to Music, Video &
Media sites, typically to download MP3s. Gaming sites also see signiﬁcant traﬃc from users with a limited
time to browse. Web passes mean a big opportunity for music and game providers to attract users, or for
brands to oﬀer valuable incentives to engage customers.
Nigeria 1-hour Web Pass
0%

10%

20%

Social Networking
Carrier Portal
Search
Music, Video & Media
Games
Sports
Adult
News and Info

30%

40%

Opera Web Pass allows mobile operators to move beyond confusing,
megabyte-based data plans and package their mobile internet oﬀerings
in ﬂexible, easy-to-understand and marketable ways. Plans can be
oﬀered for limited periods or constrained to a pre-determined list of
websites. Mobile operators easily team up
with brands in their local markets to sponsor
the full cost of customers’ mobile internet
access and provide users with free mobile
data. These innovations are a huge leap
forward in helping operators bring new
internet users online.

Entertainment
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Access to health information
80%
% impressions

In a recent study on the Health & Fitness category, we looked at
whether doctor availability inﬂuenced user interest in healthcare
sites and apps. For this investigation, we examined each
country’s percentage of traﬃc from Health & Fitness sites and
apps, then compared that to the country’s share of total
impressions. We then grouped all of the countries into three
equal segments based on estimates of their number of doctors
per capita5. The table to the right details our ﬁndings.
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Countries with the most doctors per capita account for 67% of our total impressions across all categories
and consume over 90% of impressions to health sites. On the ﬂipside, countries with the fewest doctors
per capita make up 11% of our total impressions and consume less than 1% of our health-focused site
impressions. These ﬁndings highlight the global healthcare “gap” depicted in the graphic below, and
reveal an extremely large untapped audience for healthcare-related sites and apps.
Doctors per 100 Inhabitants
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While monetizing these sites and apps may be diﬃcult in these markets, there is no denying that the
opportunity for governmental action, philanthropy by individuals, mobile operators, brands and NGOs is
tremendous.
Innovation leads to solutions and growth
During a humanitarian crisis, quick access to information is
crucial. Given that the mobile phone is the primary mode
of internet access for most Africans, Airtel in Nigeria and
Sierra Leone, in collaboration with Opera Software, has
launched a free service for Airtel’s customers who are
seeking information about the Ebola virus. Subscribers
simply need either to click the “Ebola Info” Speed Dial
entry in the mobile browser or in the Airtel mobile store, or
they can choose the free “Ebola Info”option in the Opera
Web Pass storefront. Users are then directed to sites they
can browse to educate themselves on the virus, such as
Ebolafacts.com, Sierra Leone’s Ministry of Health website
and the World Health Organization website — all for free.
5. The source for our estimate of doctors per capita came from the World Bank. See (http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SH.MED.PHYS.ZS).
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UN Subregions of Africa6
Eastern Africa

Middle Africa

Northern Africa

Burundi
Comoros
Djibouti
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Kenya
Madagascar
Malawi
Mauritius
Mayotte
Mozambique
Réunion
Rwanda
Seychelles
Somalia
South Sudan
Uganda
United Republic of Tanzania
Zambia
Zimbabwe

Angola
Cameroon
Central African Republic
Chad
Congo
Democratic Republic of the Congo
Equatorial Guinea
Gabon
Sao Tome and Principe

Algeria
Egypt
Libya
Morocco
Sudan
Tunisia
Western Sahara

Southern Africa

Western Africa

Botswana
Lesotho
Namibia
South Africa
Swaziland

Benin
Burkina Faso
Cabo Verde
Cote d'Ivoire
Gambia
Ghana
Guinea
Guinea-Bissau
Liberia
Mali
Mauritania
Niger
Nigeria
Saint Helena
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Togo

TUNISIA
MOROCCO
WESTERN
SAHARA

ALGERIA
LIBYA

MAURITANIA

MALI
NIGER

SIERRA LEONE

DJIBOUTI
BENIN

CÔTE
NIGERIA
D'IVOIRE GHANA
CENTRAL
AFRICAN REPUBLIC
TOGO
CAMEROON

ETHIOPIA

SAO TOME
AND PRINCIPE

REP
. O
F

EQUATORIAL
GUINEA

GABON

TH

EC
ON

SO

GO

LIBERIA

BURKINA
FASO

IA

GUINEA

AL

GUINEABISSAU

ERITREA

SUDAN

CHAD

M

SENEGAL
THE GAMBIA

EGYPT

RWANDA

UGANDA

DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC OF THE
CONGO

KENYA

BURUNDI
TANZANIA

SEYCHELLES
COMOROS

ANGOLA
MALAWI

OZ

R

MAURITIUS

MA

M

CA

ZIMBABWE
NAMIBIA

E

QU

BI

AM

DA
GA
S

ZAMBIA

BOTSWANA

SWAZILAND
SOUTH
AFRICA

LESOTHO

6. In accordance with UN designations at http://unstats.un.org/unsd/methods/m49/m49regin.htm#africa
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